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1. Model Details

Original 3D models of NSWGR diesel railcars - by Brian Bere-Streeter 

They may not be the most detailed or totally accurate, but in the absence of other better models, I hope you enjoy running them on your NSW routes in MSTS – at least it gives a bit more variety and authenticity to your train workings.

To allow the creation of authentic train formations the following vehicles were added:

4-car air-conditioned DEB set 900/800 class

	HPF – power car – second class + luggage + guard
	PF – power car – second class

TB – trailer car – first class
TBR – trailer car – first class + buffet
	TC – trailer car – first & second class
	TCR – trailer car - first & second class + buffet

TFR – trailer car – second class + buffet

2-car non-air-conditioned ‘outer suburban’ set 620/720 class

	NPF – power car – second class (+ small luggage)
	NTC – trailer car – second class (+ convertible 1st/2nd class compartment)


2-car non-air-conditioned branch line set 600/700 class

	FPH – power car – second class + luggage
	CT – trailer car – first & second class


As there are 11 separate models in this pack, all with different interior layouts, I have not attempted to make see-through windows and interiors for these cars. Additionally, no attempt has been made to make the vehicles ‘BIN compatible’ with reversible cabs, etc. – all included Consists are designed for simple one-way driving from the leading power car only.

These models are for your personal use only, and may not be sold or distributed in any way without the original creator's permissions.

Prototype Notes:
------------------------

During the period between the two World Wars, the NSWGR built a fleet of self-powered Railmotors to service the rural branch lines where the use of locomotive-hauled carriage sets was an uneconomical practise. This culminated in the well-known and successful 42ft CPH ‘Tin Hares’. These railmotors had a single 72hp diesel engine underfloor driving a single axle on one bogie through a 4-speed gearbox and cardan shaft. Also during this period, several departures from this successful formula were made – the first of these was the 38th railmotor (known as Creamy Kate), which was longer at 55ft , and was powered by two 150hp underfloor engines and torque converter drives to both bogies. Additionally, the NSWGR built the first of the air-conditioned railcar sets specifically for the long run to Broken Hill, the famous ‘Silver City Comet’. 

Further railcars were needed, so the 400 class Railcars were built on a ‘hybrid’ design adapted from the base design of the Comet cars, and to a similar functionality to CPH38. Matching trailer cars (similar to the Comet trailer cars) were designated the 500 class. The 400 class power car was required to run-around the trailer car at each end of the run, as there was no driver cab in the trailer car, the 400 class power cars having a driver cab in left front opposite diagonal corners of the car. The 400 class railcars could run either by themselves, as a single unit, or with their 500 class trailer, to suit the varying traffic demands.

The 600/700 class railcars
------------------------------------
Just after WW2, the NSWGR needed even more railcars to service the growing rural passenger traffic – with new experience in the use of aluminium framing and sheeting gained from war production of aircraft parts, the NSWGR workshops at Chullora embarked on a completely new design of railcars. The basic idea was to build a number of matched 2-car sets with a power car and a semi-permanently coupled trailer car – these were built on a 61ft steel chassis and underframe and with an all aluminium body structure – these were designated the 600/700 class. One specific requirement was to have a driver cab in the trailer car, to facilitate turn-around time at the country destinations.

The 600 class power car had a second class section, and provision for luggage; the 700 class trailer had second class and a small first class compartment; all the essentials for branch line passenger service.

Power was provided by two underfloor 165hp diesel engines driving through torque converters with a ‘lock up’ position (i.e. direct drive) – engine cooling radiators were mounted on the underframe. The 2-car sets could be worked in multiple unit formation, up to a maximum of four 2-car sets coupled together, to suit traffic conditions.

The 600/700 class units were distributed throughout the rural branch lines in NSW, particularly the south-western and north-western branches, and worked from Tumut, Bombala, Griffith, Lake Cargelligo, Dubbo, Coonamble, etc, principally being used where the CPH railmotors were too small to service the traffic needs.  A 2-car 600/700 set operated the main passenger service from Werris Creek to Gwabegar, via Binnaway (connecting with the Mudgee services).

 All vehicles had been retired from service by the early 1980’s.

The 620/720 class railcars
------------------------------------
The 620/720 class railcars were built in the early 1960’s, primarily to service the outer suburban services radiating from Newcastle, but by the late 60’s, a number were stationed at major country depots. The cars were built to the same successful formula as the preceding 600/700 class cars, but with some changes to suit the new traffic conditions. As these cars were required to accelerate quickly after frequent station stops, they were fitted with two 250hp engines in place of the original 165hp engines, and as the earlier class had some engine cooling problems, the new cars were fitted with engine radiators in roof compartments, with cooling air drawn in through louvres in the body side and expelled through roof vents by motor driven fans.

As their use was primarily outer suburban, the cars were generally second class throughout with only a small luggage section, and a convertible first class section. The 2-car sets could be worked in multiple unit formation, up to a maximum of four 2-car sets coupled together, to suit traffic conditions.

The cars were used from a wide variety of depots, and after electrification to Gosford in 1960, regularly worked the Gosford-Newcastle service connecting with the electric interurban trains. Around the outer suburban and country areas, other sets worked from Mudgee, Lithgow, Cowra, Orange, Campbelltown, Dubbo, Grafton and Murwillumbah. In later life, the remaining sets mostly worked from Newcastle, and were used on the Dungog, Singleton and Scone services; the last of the cars were only withdrawn in the last couple of years.

The 900/800 class air-conditioned railcars
--------------------------------------------------------
Having built a useful fleet of railcars for branch and outer suburban services, the NSWGR turned its attention to mainline country services, principally to replace older locomotive-hauled passenger carriages. This role required greater capacity, higher service speeds, buffet style catering services and be fully-air-conditioned (to complement newer air-conditioned locomotive-hauled express stock like the HUB and RUB sets).

The new trains were coded as DEB sets, and comprised a power car at each end, with two trailer cars in the centre, to make a 4-car base unit. In the first 4-car set, the power cars were similarly fitted to the 600 class, with respect to the radiator arrangements, and using Hercules engines. After running for only six months (on the North Coast Daylight Express), reliability problems caused them to be withdrawn and modified – after re-entering service, they had new radiator cooling arrangements (pre-empting the 620 class arrangement) and new 250hp GM engines – in this new guise they were successful, and the remainder were built to a similar specification.

Originally, the sets comprised PF, TB, TBR and HPF, but later experience proved the higher number of first class seats was not warranted, and the TBR was substituted by a new TFR. The DEB sets were quite popular and used on a number of Express services replacing locomotive-hauled carriages.

The following is a brief explanation of the main Express services:

North Coast Daylight Express – operated by a 4-car set comprising HPF, TFR, TB, PF.

Canberra-Monaro Express (successor to the Federal City Express) – operated by two 4-car sets, one set HPF, TBR, TB, PF operating to Canberra, and a second 4-car set HPF, TBR, TB, PF operating to Cooma; the train being divided and re-joined at Queanbeyan.

Northern Tablelands Express – operated by a 4-car and a 3-car set, one set HPF, TBR, TC, PF operating to Armidale (and Glen Innes and Tenterfield), and a second 3-car set HPF, TC, PF operating to Moree (and Narrabri); the train being divided and re-joined at Werris Creek.

Far West Express – operated by a 3-car set PF, TBR, PF from Dubbo to Bourke, Cobar and Coonamble on alternate days. This set was trailed by a specially built TP parcels trailer car (which could also be attached to locomotive hauled trains from Sydney); when increased loading was required, the 3-car set was strengthened by adding a TC.

The DEB sets were finally withdrawn when sufficient quantities of the newer Explorer, Endeavour and XPT sets became available.

Prototype Information:
‘Time of the Passenger Train – First Division’, Preston, Eveleigh Press, 2003
NSWGR rolling stock diagram drawings from:
http://www.steammachine.com/prototype_archive/nsw_passenger/nsw_passenger.html

===========================================
2. Installation Notes

Double click on the self installing EXE file and follow the instructions. The models will be automatically installed into separate folders called:

<<<   AU_nswgr_Railcars-600-700Class >>>
<<<   AU_nswgr_Railcars-620-720Class >>>
<<<   AU_nswgr_Railcars-DEB-Set >>>

You will need to ensure that the default KIHA31 locomotive is installed as the Railcars use the cab and sounds from the KIHA. Additionally, the trailer cars use the "../../common.sound/ctn-passenger-bogie/ctn-passenger-bogie.sms" sound set available on the CTN website – this should install in a common.sound folder.

Operating the Railcars is similar to operating the default KIHA31 – place the vehicle into Forward direction (W), (the power car is already in Gear 1 to simulate the single gear power train through a torque converter), release the brakes and accelerate away. 

Consists have been included for each typical multi vehicle set formations, just to get you started.

Visit http://www.railpage.org.au/steam4me/trainsim
for a tutorial in creating a consist.

===========================================
3.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These train models are released as Freeware. Copyright (C) Brian Bere-Streeter

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This train is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liability 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this train;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2001
              * 3D Model: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2009
              * Textures: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2009
              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
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